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resistance In case of nots and mob violence our machine-
guns will deal \\ith the situation In case of the passive
resistance of German labourers refusing to work under
French orders, it will be our task to break do\\n this spirit
by persuasion if possible and otherwise by severe ordinances
Any officials instigating disobedience to such orders will be
arrested and imprisoned Any irregular fighting or sniping
will be dealt with as in time of \var Civil administrators,
engineers, and so forth will handle the situation generally in
this network of German industrv, in order to obtain deliveries
of coal and other supplies as laid down by the Peace Treaty
That is of course outside our domain We merely extend
the military occupation Our duties remain military
Colonel de la Prade will gi\e you more detailed instructions
as far as this section of the Intelligence is concerned German-
speaking officers are especially required, and I understand
that several of you have that qualification \vhich, I must say,
seems to me remarkable considering the difficulties of that
atrocious language ' Well, gentlemen, that is all I have to
say You will accompany the first ca\alry brigades who
will move into their new positions at dawn to morrow The
news is bound to be known to-night by the civilian population
here in Mainz and elsewhere, as it has been published in
the French Press, with its usual indiscretion. But I do not
anticipate trouble in this city, which has a healthy respect
for French discipline and order
He flicked the ash from his cigarette and cleared his
throat
There was silence among this group of officers Meyer,
the Headquarters Interpreter, looked across at G*tifcres and
made a slight grimace, as though to say, e An ugly job I
don t like it.
Gati&res didnt like it It seemed to him profoundly
regrettable He was convinced that, from the French point
of view, it was an error of the first magnitude What could
they do in the Ruhr—that vast spider s web of machinery and

